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LOGGER’s at the seaside

WINNERS OF LUL

Liam Harrington Long

Jeff Baker Vet

Jackie Edwards Med

Ben Mather Short
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Tanya Taylor Ladies
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By Clare Hanna

This was LOG's first outing to Skeg. The new map is excellent, offering some complex detail for
sprint type control setting around the ornamental gardens and arcades on the seafront, good
combinations of road, cut-through's and green pathways for longer legs, and on top of that the
beach and dunes areas. As planner, I was spoilt for choice and the challenge was which areas to
focus on and which to leave for future events. If part of my description of the area sounds
unfamiliar to those who competed at Skeg, this just reflects which areas were missed and the
future potential.
The day itself was hot and sunny. Like Venice, the Skegness event area had routes chock-a-block
with slow moving tourist traffic - and that is where the similarity ends. Dodging the motability
scooters or factoring the likely density of fish and chip eaters into route choice added a bit of
complexity to the competition. The Short and Medium courses were largely around the sea-front
area, with the Long Course venturing into the heart of Skegness. Everyone had to dodge the
concert venue that popped-up on Friday night.
Ben Mather stormed around the ponds and ornaments to win and take the short course over
Hannah, and win the series. Mike Hampton visiting from OD took the medium. With Andy BarkerPilsworth who had driven for 3 hours especially to compete, finishing less than three minutes
behind Jeff Baker, Jeff held on by one point to take the Medium series. On the Long course, it was
a one-two for Liam Harrington and David Jolly, both on the day and in the series result.
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The Venue
White Hart at Tetford
for this years Mini
Mountain Marathon

The planner and the winner
although he ran n/c

43 tenacious
orienteers attended
the 3rd MMM on 22nd
Aug.

Some of the 43 competitors that attended the event

Trying to get some shade after the run.
The Finish

The Finish

As in the previous
years the temperature
rose to the high 20's,
and with the hilly
Wolds underfoot the
runners suffered as a
result - with lots
missing the three
hour deadline and
receiving severe
penalty’s.
Congrats go to Sue
Richmond in
obtaining 310 points.
Thanks go to Paul in
doing a sterling job .

Liam before the run
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Liam after the run.
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A very short version of LOG news - it has really been a summer of non events, the joining of the Scottish
six days to W.O.C seem to make for less. Hope you all managed to catch the WOC on TV .
Winner of the last competition will be in the next issue which I will publish right after the Burghley
Event.

Keep up to date with LOG on
Facebook –
Lincoln Orienteering Group
Twitter - @ LOGGERSLATEST
Web site – www.logonline.org.uk
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